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ABSTRACT
Context. Astrometric gravitational microlensing can be used to determine the mass of a single star with an accuracy of a few
percent. To do so, precise measurements of the angular separations between lenses and background stars with an accuracy below
1 milli-arcsecond at different epochs are needed. Hence only the most accurate instruments can be used. However, due to the long
timescale (months to years) it might be possible to detect astrometric microlensing also with Gaia, which does observe each star only
sparsely.
Aims. We want to show how accurately Gaia can determine the mass of the lensing star
Methods. Using conservative assumptions based on the results of the second Gaia Data release, we simulated the individual Gaia
measurements for 530 predicted astrometric microlensing events during the Gaia era (2014.5 - 2026.5). For this purpose we use the
astrometric parameters of Gaia DR2, as well as an approximative mass based on the absolute G magnitude. By fitting the motion of
lens and source simultaneously we then reconstruct the 11 parameters of the lensing event. For lenses passing by multiple background
sources, we also fit the motion of all background sources and the lens simultaneously. Using a Monte-Carlo simulation we determine
the achievable precision of the mass determination.
Results. We find that Gaia can detect the astrometric deflection for 137 events. Further, for 16 events Gaia can determine the mass
of the lens with a precision better than 15% and for 16+26 = 42 with a precision of 30% or better.
Key words. astrometry – gravitational lensing: micro – stars: low-mass– (stars): white-dwarf– proper motions– catalogs

1. Introduction
The mass is the most substantial parameter of a star. It defines
its temperature, surface gravity and evolution. Currently, relations concerning stellar mass are based on binary stars, where a
direct mass measurement is possible (Torres et al. 2010). However, it is known that single stars evolve differently. Hence it is
important to derive the masses of single stars directly. Apart
from strongly model-dependent asteroseismology; astrometric
microlensing is the only usable tool (Paczyński 1995, 1991).
As sub-area of gravitational lensing, which was first described
by Einstein’s theory of relativity (Einstein 1915), microlensing
describes the time-dependent positional deflection (astrometric
microlensing) and magnification (photometric microlensing) of
a background source by an intervening stellar mass. Up to now,
almost exclusively the photometric magnification was monitored
and investigated by surveys such as OGLE (Udalski 2003) or
MOA (Bond et al. 2001) and also led to the discovery of many
exoplanets (e.g. Udalski et al. 2015), whereas the astrometric
shift of the source was detected for the first time only recently
(Sahu et al. 2017; Zurlo et al. 2018). Especially Sahu et al.
(2017) showed the potential of astrometric microlensing to measure the mass of a single star with a precision of a few per cent
(Paczyński 1995). However, even though astrometric microlensing events are much rarer than photometric events, they can be
predicted from stars with known proper motions. The first systematic search for astrometric microlensing events was done by

Salim & Gould (2000). Currently, the precise predictions (e.g.
Klüter et al. 2018a; Bramich 2018; Mustill et al. 2018; Bramich
& Nielsen 2018; Klüter et al. 2018b) make use of the second
Data Release (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) of the Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) (hereafter Gaia DR2) or
even combine Gaia DR2 with further catalogues (e.g. Nielsen &
Bramich 2018; McGill et al. 2019).
Further, due to a longer baseline (a few months instead of
a few weeks; Dominik & Sahu 2000) it is also possible to detect and characterise these events with Gaia alone, which observes each star only sparsely. The Gaia mission of the European
space agency (ESA) is currently the most precise astrometric
survey. Since mid-2014 Gaia observes the full sky with an average of about 70 measurements within 5 years (nominal mission).
Gaia DR2 contains only summary results from the data analysis
(J2015.5 position, proper motion, parallax etc.) for its 1.6 billion
stars. However, with the fourth data release (expected in 2024)
and the final data release after the end of the extended mission,
also the individual Gaia measurements will be published. Using these measurements, it should be possible to determine the
masses of individual stars using astrometric microlensing. This
will lead to a better understanding of mass relations for mainsequence stars (Paczyński 1991).
In the present paper, we show the potential of Gaia to determine stellar masses using astrometric microlensing. We do so by
simulating the individual measurements for 530 predicted microlensing events by 470 different stars. We also show the poArticle number, page 1 of 13
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tential of combining the data for multiple microlensing events
caused by the same lens. In a similar study Rybicki et al. (2018)
showed that Gaia might be able to measure the astrometric deflection caused by a stellar mass black hole (M ≈ 10 M ) which
was discovered by OGLE. Further, they claimed that for faint
background sources (G > 17.5 mag) Gaia might be able to detect the deflection of black holes more massive than 30 M . In
the present paper, we consider bright lenses, which can also be
observed by Gaia. Hence, due to the additional measurements of
the lens positions, Gaia can measure much smaller masses.
In Sect. 2 we describe astrometric microlensing. In Sect. 3
we explain shortly the Gaia mission and satellite, with a focus
on important aspects for this paper. In Sect. 4 we show our analysis, starting with the properties of the predicted events in 4.1, the
simulation of the Gaia measurements in 4.2, the fitting procedure 4.3, and finally the statistical analysis in 4.4. In Sect. 5 we
present the opportunities of direct stellar mass determinations
by Gaia. Finally, we summarize the simulations and results and
present our conclusions in Sect. 6.

2. Astrometric Microlensing
The change of the center of light of the background star
(“source”) due to the gravitational deflection of a passing foreground star (“lens”) is called astrometric microlensing. This is
shown in Figure 1. While the lens (red line) is passing the source
(black star in the origin), two images of the source are created
(blue lines): a brighter image (+) close to the unlensed position,
and a fainter image (−) close to the lens. In case of a perfect
alignment, both images merge to an Einstein ring, with a radius
of (Chwolson 1924; Einstein 1936; Paczyński 1986):
s
r
4GML DS − DL
ML $L − $S
θE =
= 2.854 mas
·
,
(1)
2
DS · D L
M
1 mas
c
where ML is the mass of the lens and DL , DS are the distances of
the lens and source from the observer, and $L ,$S are the parallaxes of lens and source, respectively. G is the gravitational constant, and c the speed of light. For a solar-type star at a distance
of about 1 kiloparsec the Einstein radius is in the order of a few
milli-arcseconds (mas), and only if the separation is in the same
order of magnitude (or smaller) the influence of the fainter image can be observed. Therefore the fainter image is only hardly
resolvable and so far was resolved only once (Dong et al. 2019).
The Einstein radius not only defines when the fainter image gets
important, but it also scales all connected effects. The lensed position θ± of the two images relative to the lens position can be
described as function of the unlensed normalised angular separation on the sky u = ∆φ/θE , where ∆φ is the two-dimensional
unlensed angular separation, by (Paczyński 1996):
p
u ± (u2 + 4) u
· · θE ,
(2)
θ± =
2
u
with u = |u|.
For the unresolved case, only the center of light of both images (green line) can be observed. This can be expressed by (Hog
et al. 1995; Miyamoto & Yoshii 1995):
A+ θ+ + A− θ− u2 + 3
u · θE ,
(3)
= 2
A+ + A−
u +2
where A± are the magnifications of the two images given by
(Paczyński 1986)
θc =

u2 + 2
A± =
± 0.5.
√
2u u2 + 4
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Fig. 1: The astrometric shift for an event with an Einstein radius
of θE = 12.75mas (black circle) and an impact parameter of
u = 0.75. While the lens (red) passes a background star (black
star, fixed in origin) two images (blue dashed) of the source are
created due to gravitational lensing. This leads to a shift of the
center of light, shown in green. The straight long-dashed black
line connects the current positions for one epoch. While the lens
is moving in the direction of the red arrow, all other images are
moving according to their individual arrows. The red, blue and
green dots correspond to different epochs with fixed time steps
(after Proft et al. 2011).
The corresponding shift is given by
u
· θE .
(5)
δθ c = 2
u +2
The measurable deflection can be further reduced, due to
luminous-lens effects, however, in the following, we consider
the resolved case, where luminous-lens effects can be ignored.
For the resolved case, the observable is the shift of the position
of the brightest image only. This can be expressed by
p
(u2 + 4) − u u
δθ+ =
· · θE .
(6)
2
u
For large impact parameters u  5 this can be approximated as
(Dominik & Sahu 2000)
δθ+ '

θ2
θE
ML
= E ∝
.
u
|∆φ| |∆φ|

(7)

which is proportional to the mass of the lens. Nevertheless equation (5) is also a good approximation for the shift of the brightest
image whenever u > 5, since then the second image is negligibly
faint. This is always the case in the present study.

3. Gaia satellite
The Gaia satellite is a space telescope of the European Space
Agency (ESA) which was launched in December 2013. It is located at the Earth-Sun Lagrange point L2, where it orbits the
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sun at roughly 1% larger orbit than the earth. In mid 2014 Gaia
started to observe the whole sky on a regular basis defined by a
nominal (pre-defined) scanning law.
3.1. Scanning law

As a drift-scan instrument, the rotation rate of Gaia is kept constant at the CCD readout speed, with a 6 hour period. Further,
Gaia’s spin axis is inclined by 45 degrees to the sun, with a precession frequency of one turn around the sun direction every 63
days. Finally, Gaia is not fixed at L2 but moving on a 100 000 km
Lissajous-type orbit around L2. The orbit of Gaia and the inclination is chosen such that the overall coverage of the sky is quite
uniform with about 70 observations per star during the nominal 5-year mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2014.5 to
2019.5) in different scan angles. However, certain parts of the
sky are inevitably observed more often. Consequently, Gaia cannot be pointed on a certain target at a given time. We use the Gaia
observation forecast tool (GOST)1 to get the information when a
target is inside the field of view of Gaia, and the current scan direction of Gaia at that time. GOST also lists the CCD row, which
can be translated into eight or nine CCD observations. For more
details on the scanning law see Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016)
or the Gaia Data Release Documentation2
3.2. Focal plane and readout window

Gaia is equipped with two separate telescopes with rectangular primary mirrors, pointing on two fields of view, separated by
106.5◦ . This results in two observations only a few hours apart
with the same scanning direction. The light of the two fields of
view is focused on one common focal plane which is equipped
with 106 CCDs arranged in 7 rows. The majority of the CCDs
(62) are used for the astrometric field. While Gaia rotates, the
source first passes a sky mapper, which can distinguish between
both fields of view. Afterwards, it passes nine CCDs of the astrometric field (or eight for the middle row). The astrometric field
is devoted to position measurements, providing the astrometric
parameters, and also the G-band photometry. For our simulations, we stack the data of these eight or nine CCDs into one
measurement. Finally, the source passes by a red and blue photometer, plus a radial velocity spectrometer (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2016). In order to reduce the volume of data only small
"windows" around detected sources are read out and transmitted
to ground. For faint sources (G > 13 mag) these windows are
12 × 12 pixels (along-scan × across-scan). This corresponds to
708 mas × 2124 mas, due to a 1:3 pixel-size ratio. These data
are stacked by the onboard processing of Gaia in across-scan
direction into a one-dimensional strip, which is then transmitted to Earth. For bright sources (G < 13 mag) larger windows
(18 × 12 pixel) are read out. These data are transferred as 2D images (Carrasco, J. M. et al. 2016). When two sources with overlapping readout windows (e.g. Fig. 2: blue and grey stars) are detected, Gaia’s onboard processing assigns the full window (blue
grid) only to one of the sources (usually the brighter source).
For the second source Gaia assigns only a truncated window
(green grid). For Gaia DR2 these truncated windows are not pro1
Gaia observation forecast tool,
https://gaia.esac.esa.int/gost/
2
Gaia Data Release Documentation - The scanning law in theory
https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GDR2/
Introduction/chap_cu0int/cu0int_sec_mission/cu0int_
ssec_scanning_law.html

Fig. 2: Illustration of the readout windows. For the brightest
source (blue big star) Gaia assigns the full window (blue grid)
of 12 × 12 pixels When a second source is within this window
(e.g. red star) we assume that this star is not observed by Gaia.
If the brightness of both stars are similar (∆G < 1 mag) we neglect also the brighter source. For a second source close by but
outside of the readout window (e.g. grey star) Gaia assigns a
truncated readout window (green grid). We assume that this star
can be observed, and the precision in along scan direction is the
same as for the full readout window. For more distant sources
(e.g. yellow star) Gaia assigns a full window.

cessed3 . For more details on the focal plane and readout scheme
see Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016))
3.3. Along scan precision

Published information about the precision and accuracy of Gaia
mostly refers to the end-of-mission standard errors, which result from a combination of all individual measurements, and also
consider the different scanning directions. Gaia DR1 provides an
analytical formula to estimate this precision as a function of G
magnitude and V-I colour (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016). However, we are interested in the precision of one single field-of-view
scan (i.e the combination of the nine or eight CCD measurements
in the astrometric field). The red line in Figure 3 shows the formal precision in along-scan direction for one CCD (Lindegren
et al. 2018). The precision is mainly dominated by photon noise.
Due to different readout gates, the number of photons is roughly
constant for sources brighter than G = 12 mag. The blue line in
Figure 3 shows the scatter of the postfit residuals, and the difference represents the combination of all unmodeled errors. For
more details on the precision see Lindegren et al. (2018).
3
Gaia Data Release Documentation - Datamodel description
https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GDR2/
Gaia_archive/chap_datamodel/sec_dm_main_tables/ssec_
dm_gaia_source.html
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Fig. 3: Precision in along-scan direction as function of G magnitude. The red line indicates the expected formal precision from
Gaia DR2 for one CCD observation. The blue solid line is the
actually achieved precision (Lindegren et al. 2018). The light
blue dashed line shows the relation for the end-of-mission parallax error (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016), and the green dotted
line shows the adopted relation for the precision per CCD observation for the present study. The adopted precision for 9 CDD
observation is shown as thick yellow curve. The inlay (red and
blue curve) is taken from Lindegren et al. (2018), Fig. 9.

4. Simulation of Gaia Measurements and Mass
reconstruction
4.1. Data input

We use the 530 events predicted by Klüter et al. (2018b) with
an epoch of closest approach between 2013.5 and 2026.5. We
also include the events outside the most extended mission of
Gaia (ending in 2024.5), since it is possible to determine the
mass only from the tail of an event, or from using both Gaia
measurements and additional observations. The sample is naturally divided into two categories: events where the motion of the
background source is known, and events where the motion of
the background source is unknown. A missing proper motion in
DR2 will not automatically mean that Gaia cannot measure the
motion of the background source. The data for Gaia DR2 are
derived only from a 2-year baseline. With the 5-year baseline for
the nominal mission ended in mid-2019 and also with the potential extended 10-year baseline, Gaia is expected to provide
proper motions and parallaxes also for some of those sources.
In order to deal with the unknown proper motions and parallaxes
we use randomly selected values from a normal distribution with
means 5 mas/yr and 2 mas, respectively and standard deviations
of 3 mas/yr and 1 mas, respectively, and using a uniform distribution for the direction of the proper motion. For the parallaxes,
we only use the positive part of the distribution. Both distributions roughly reflect the sample of all potential background stars
in Klüter et al. (2018b).
Article number, page 4 of 13

Fig. 4: Illustration of our simulation. While the lens (thick grey
line) passes the background star 1 (dashed blue line) the observed position of the background star is slightly shifted due to
microlensing (solid blue line). The Gaia measurements are indicated as black boxes, where the precision in along-scan direction is much better than the precision in across-scan direction.
The red arrows indicate the along-scan separation including microlensing, and the yellow dashed arrows show the along-scan
separation without microlensing. The difference between both
sources shows the astrometric microlensing signal. Due to the
different scaning direction, an observation close to the maximal
deflection of the microlensing event does not have necessarily
the largest signal. A further background star 2 (green) can improve the result.

Multiple background sources

Within 10 years, some of our lensing stars pass close enough
to multiple background stars, thus causing several measurable
effects. As an extrem case, the light deflection by Proxima Centauri causes a measurable shift (larger than 0.1 mas) on 18 background stars. This is due to the star’s large Einstein radius,
its high proper motion and the dense background. Since those
events are physically connected, we simulate and fit the motion
of the lens and multiple background sources simultaneously. We
also compare three different scenarios: A first one where we
use all background sources, a second one where we only select those with known proper motion, and a third one where we
only select those with a precision in along-scan direction better
than 0.5 mas per field of view transit (assuming 9 CCD observations). The latter limit corresponds roughly to sources brighter
than G ' 18.5 mag.
4.2. Simulation of Gaia Data

We expect that Gaia DR4 and the full release of the extended
mission will provide for each single CCD observation the position and uncertainty in along scan direction, in combination
with the observation epochs. These data are simulated as a basis for the present study. We thereby assume that all variation
and systematic effects caused by the satellite itself are corrected
beforehand. However, since we are only interested in relative astrometry, measuring the astrometric deflection is not affected by
most of the systematics as for example the slightly negative parallax zero-point (Luri et al. 2018). We also do not simulate all
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CCD measurements separately, but rather a mean measurement
of all eight or nine CCD measurements during a field of view
transit. In addition to the astrometric measurements, Gaia DR4
will also publish the scan angle and the barycentric location of
the Gaia satellite.
We find that our results strongly depend on the temporal distribution of measurements and their scan directions. Therefore
we use for each event predefined epochs and scan angles, provided by the GOST online tool. This tool only lists the times
and angles when a certain area is passing the field of view of
Gaia, however, it is not guaranteed that a measurement is actually taken and transmitted to Earth. We assume that for each
transit Gaia measures the position of the background source and
lens simultaneously (if resolvable), with a certain probability for
missing data points and clipped outliers.
To implement the parallax effect for the simulated measurements we assume that the position of the Gaia satellite is exactly
at a 1% larger distance to the Sun than the Earth. Compared to
a strict treatment of the actual Gaia orbit, we do not expect any
differences in the results, since first, Gaia’s distance from this
point (roughly L2) is very small compared to the distance to the
Sun, and second, we consistently use 1.01 times the earth orbit
for the simulation and for the fitting routine. The simulation of
the astrometric Gaia measurements is described in the following
subsections.
4.2.1. Astrometry

Using the Gaia DR2 positions (α0 , δ0 ), proper motions
(µα∗,0 , µδ,0 ) and parallaxes ($0 ) we calculate the unlensed positions of lens and background source seen by Gaia as a function
of time, using the following equation:
!
!
!
α
α
µ / cos δ0
= 0 + (t − t0 ) α∗,0
+ 1.01 · $0 · J −1 E(t),
(8)
δ
δ0
µδ,0
where E(t) is the barycentric position of the Earth, in cartesian
coordinates, in astronomical units (au) and

J −1 =

sin α0 / cos δ0
cos α0 sin δ0

− cos α0 / cos δ0
sin α0 sin δ0

0
− cos δ0

!
(9)

is the inverse Jacobian matrix for the transformation into a spherical coordinate system, evaluated at the lens position.
We then calculate the observed position of the source by
adding the microlensing term (Eq. (6)). Here we assume that all
our measurements are in the resolved case. That means, Gaia
observes the position of the brighter image of the source, and the
measurement of the lens position is not affected by the fainter
image of the source. For this case the exact equation is:
s

!
!
! 

θ2E
αobs
α
∆α 

=
+
·  0.25 +
−
0.5

δobs
δ
∆δ
∆φ2

(10)

p
where ∆φ = (∆α cos δ)2 + (∆δ)2 is the unlensed angular separation between lens and source and (∆α, ∆δ) = (α source −
αlens , δ source −δlens ) are the differences in right ascension and declination, respectively. However, this equation shows an unstable
behaviour in the fitting process, caused by the square root. This
results in a time-consuming fit process. To overcome this problem we use the shift of the center of light as approximation for

the shift of the brightest image. This approximation is used for
both the simulation of the data and the fitting procedure:
!
!
!
θ2E
∆α
αobs
α
,
·
+
=
(11)
∆δ
δ
δobs
∆φ2 + 2θ2E
The differences between equations (10) and (11) are by at least a
factor 10 smaller than the measurements errors (for most of the
events even by a factor 100 or more). Further, using this approximation we underestimate the microlensing effect, thus being on
a conservative track for the estimation of mass determination efficiency.
We do not include any orbital motion in this analysis even
though SIMBAD listed some of the lenses (e.g. 75 Cnc) as binary stars. However, from an inspection of their orbital parameters (Pourbaix et al. 2004, e.g. periods of a few days) we expect that this effect influences our result only slightly. The inclusion of orbital motion would only be meaningfull if a good
prior would be available. This might come with Gaia DR3 (end
of 2022).
4.2.2. Resolution

Due to the on-board readout process and the on-ground data processing the resolution of Gaia is not limited by its point-spread
function, but limited by the size of the readout windows. Using
the apparent position and G magnitude of lens and source we investigate for all given epochs if Gaia can resolve both stars or
if Gaia can only measure the brightest of both (mostly the lens,
see Fig. 2). We therefore calculate the separation in along-scan
and across-scan direction, as
∆φAL =| sin Θ · ∆α cos δ + cos Θ · ∆δ |
∆φAC =| − cos Θ · ∆α cos δ + sin Θ · ∆δ |,

(12)

where Θ is the position angle of scan direction counting from
North towards East. When the fainter star is outside of the read
out window of the brighter star, that means the separation in
along-scan direction is larger than 354 mas or the separation in
across scan direction is larger 1062 mas, we assume that Gaia
measures the positions of both sources. Otherwise we assume
that only the position of the brightest star is measured, unless
both sources have a similar brightness (∆G < 1 mag). In that
case, we exclude the measurements of both stars.
4.2.3. Measurement errors

In order to derive a relation for the uncertainty in along-scan
direction as function of the G magnitude, we start with the equation for the end-of-mission parallax standard error, where we ignore the additional color term (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016,
see Fig. 3, blue dashed line):
p
σ$ = −1.631 + 680.766 · z + 32.732 · z2 µas
(13)
with
z = 10(0.4 (max(G, 12)−15))

(14)

We then adjust this relation in order to describe the actual precision in along-scan direction per CCD shown in Lindegren et al.
(2018) (Fig. 3, blue line) by adding a factor of 7.75 and an offset of 100 µas. And we adjust z (Eq. (14)) to be constant for
G < 14 mag (Fig. 3, green dotted line). These adjustments are
done heuristically. We note that we overestimate the precision
Article number, page 5 of 13
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for bright sources, however most of the background sources,
which carry the astrometric microlensing signal, are fainter than
G = 13 mag. For those sources the assumed precision is slightly
worse compared to the actually achieved precision for Gaia
DR2. Finally we assume that during each field-of-view transit
all nine (or eight) CCD√observations are ok. Hence, we divide
the CCD precision by NCCD = 3 (or 2.828) to determine the
error in along-scan direction per field-of-view transit:
√

−1.631 + 680.766 · z̃ + 32.732 · z̃2 · 7.75 + 100
σAL =
µas
√
NCCD
(15)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

with
z̃ = 10(0.4 (max(G, 14)−15))

(16)

In across-scan direction we assume a precision of σAC = 1”. This
is only used as rough estimate for the simulation, since only the
along-scan component is used in the fitting routine.
For each star and each field-of-view transit we pick a value
from a 2D Gaussian distribution with σAL and σAC in along-scan
and across-scan direction, respectively, as positional measurement.
Finally, the data of all resolved measurements are forwarded
to the fitting routine. These contain the positional measurements
(α, δ), the error in along-scan direction(σAL ), the epoch of the
observation (t), the current scaning direction (Θ), as well as an
identifier for the corresponding star (i.e if the measurement corresponds to the lens or source star).
4.3. Mass reconstruction

To reconstruct the mass of the lens we fit equation (11) (including the dependencies of Eq. (1) and (8)) to the data of the lens and
the source simultaneously. We therefore use a weighted-leastsquares method. Since Gaia only measures precisely in along
scan direction, we compute the weighted residuals r as follow:
r=

sin Θ (αmodel − αobs ) · cos δ + cos Θ (δmodel − δobs )
,
σAL

(17)

while ignoring the across-scan component. The least-squares
method uses a Trust-Region-Reflective algorithm (Branch et al.
1999), which we also provide with the analytic form of the Jacobian matrix of equation (17) (including all inner dependencies
from Eq. (1), (8) and (11)). We do not exclude negative masses,
since, due to the noise, there is a non-zero probability that the
determined mass will be below zero. As initial guess, we use the
first data point of each star as position, along with zero parallax,
zero proper motion, as well as a mass of M = 0.5 M .
4.4. Data analysis

In order to determine the precision of the mass determination we
use a Monte Carlo approach. We first create a set of error-free
data points using the astrometric parameters provided by Gaia
and the mass based on the G magnitude. We then create 500
sets of observations, by randomly picking values from the error
ellipse of each data point. We also include a 5% chance that a
data point is missing, or is clipped as outlier. From the sample of
500 reconstructed masses, we determine the 15.8, 50, and 84.2
percentiles (see Fig. 5). These represent the 1σ regime. We note
that a real observation will gives us one value from the determined distribution and not necessarily a value close to the true
Article number, page 6 of 13

Fig. 5: Histogram of the simulated mass determination for four
different cases: (a) and (b) precision of about 15% and 30%,
respectively; Gaia is able to measure the mass of the lens; (c)
precision between 50% and 100%; for these events Gaia can detect a deflection, but a good mass determination is not possible;
(d) the scatter is larger than the mass of the event; Gaia is not
able to detect a deflection of the background source. The orange
crosses show the 15.8th, 50th and 84.2th percentiles (1σ-regime)
of the 500 realisations, and the red vertical line indicates the input mass. Note the much wider x-scale for case (d)!
value or close to the median value. But the standard deviation
of this distribution will be similar to the error of real measurements. Further, the median value gives us an insight if we can
reconstruct the correct value.
To determine the influence of the input parameters, we repeat this process 100 times while varying the input parameters
within the individual error distributions. This additional analysis
is only done for events were the first analysis using the error-free
values from Gaia DR2 lead to a 1σ uncertainty smaller than the
assumed mass of the lens.

5. Results
5.1. Single background source

Using the method described in section 4, we determine the scatter of individual fits. The scatter gives us an insight into the
reachable precision of the mass determination using the individual Gaia measurements. In our analysis we find three different
types of distribution. For each of these a representative case is
shown in Figure 5. For the first two events (Fig. 5 (a) and 5 (b)),
the scatter of the distributions, calculated via 50th percentile minus 15.8th percentile and 84.2th percentile minus 50th percentile
is smaller than 15% and 30% of the assumed mass, respectively.
For such events it will be possible to determine the mass of the
lens once the data are released. For the event of Figure 5 (c) the
precision is in the same order as the mass itself. For such events
the Gaia data are affected by astrometric microlensing, however
the data are not good enough to determine a precise mass. By
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including further data as for example observations by the Hubble Space Telescope, during the peak of the event, a good mass
determination might be possible. This is of special interest for
upcoming events in the next years. If the scatter is much larger
than the mass itself as in Figure 5 (d)), the mass cannot be determined using the Gaia data.
In this analysis we test 530 microlensing events, predicted
for the epoch J2014.5 until J2026.5 by Klüter et al. (2018b). Using data for the potential 10-year extended Gaia mission, we find
that the mass of 16 lenses can be reconstructed with a precision
of 15% or better. Further 26 events can be reconstructed with an
accuracy better than 30% and additional 41 event with an precision better than 50% ( i.e 16 + 26 + 41 = 83 events can be reconstructed with an error smaller than 50% of the mass). The percentage of events where we can reconstruct the mass increases
with the mass of the event (see Fig. 6). This is not surprising
since a larger lens mass results in a larger microlensing effect.
However, due to the larger fraction of stars with masses below
0.65 M also the masses of low-mass stars can be reconstructed
with a small relative error (< 15%). Using only the data of the
nominal 5-year mission we can observe the same trend. However, due to the fewer data points and the fact that most of the
events reach the maximal deflection after the end of the nominal
mission (2019.5), the fraction of events with a certain precision
of the mass reconstruction is much smaller (see Fig. 6 bottom
panel). So the mass can only be determined for 3, 3 + 6 = 9, and
3 + 6 + 9 = 18 events with an accuracy better than 15%, 30% and
50%, respectively.
For 137 events, where the expected precision is better than
100%, we expect that Gaia is able to at least qualitatively detect
the astrometric deflection. For those we repeat the analysis while
varying the input parameters for the data simulation. Figure 7
shows the achievable precision as function of the input mass
for a representative subsample. When the proper motion of the
background star is known from Gaia DR2, the uncertainty of the
achievable precision is about 6% and about 10% when the proper
motion is unknown. We find that the reachable precision (in solar masses) depends only weakly on the input mass, and is more
connected to the astrometric input parameters. Hence, the scatter of the achievable precision is smaller when the proper motion
and parallax of the background source is known from Gaia DR2.
For the 83 events with a precision better than 50%, Table 1 (better than 30%) and Table 2 (30% to 50%) list the achievable precision for each individual star as well as the determined scatter,
for the nominal mission, as well as for the extended mission.

Future events

In our sample, 393 events have a closest approach after 2019.5
(Fig. 6 middle panel). These events are of special interest, since it
is possible to obtain further observations using other telescopes,
and combine the data. Naively, one might expect that about 50%
of the events should be after this date (assuming a constant eventrate per year). However, the events with a closest approach close
to the epochs used for Gaia DR2 are more difficult to treat by the
Gaia reduction (e.g. fewer observations due to blending). Therefore many background sources are not included in Gaia DR2.
For 33 of these future events, the achievable precision is between
15 and 50 percent. In combination with further precise measurements around the closest approach, an even higher precision can
be reached.

Fig. 6: Distribution of the assumed masses and the resulting mass
determination precision of the investigated events. Top panel:
Using the data of the extended 10-year mission. Middle panel:
Events with a closest approach after mid 2019. Bottom panel:
Using only the data of the nominal 5-year mission. The grey,
red, yellow and green parts correspond to a precision of the
mass determination better than 100%, 50%, 30% and 15% of
the assumed mass. The thick black line shows the distribution
of the input sample, where the numbers at top show the number
of events in the corresponding bins. The thin black line in the
bottom panel shows the events during the nominal mission. The
peak at 0.65 M is caused by the sample of white dwarfs. The
bin size increases by a constant factor of 1.25 from bin to bin.
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Fig. 7: Achievable precision as function of the input mass for 15
events. The two red events with a wide range for the imput mass
are white dwarfs, were the mass can only poorly be determined
from the G magnitude. The achievable precision is roughly constant as function of the input mass. The diagonal lines indicates
precisions of 15%, 30%, 50% and 100%, respectively.

5.2. Multiple background sources

For the 22 events of Klüter et al. (2018b) with multiple background sources, we test three different cases: Firstly, we use all
potential background sources. Secondly we only use background
sources where Gaia DR2 provides all 5 astrometric parameters,
and finally we select only those background sources were the
expected precision of Gaia is better than 0.5 mas. The expected
precisions of the mass determinations for the different cases are
shown in Figures 8 and 9, as well as the expected precision for
the best case using only one background source. By using multiple background sources, a better precision of the mass determination can be reached. We note that averaging the results of the
individual fitted masses will not necessarily increase the precision, since the values are highly correlated.
Using all sources it is possible to determine the mass of Proxima Centauri with a precision of σ M = 0.012 M for the extended 10-year mission of Gaia. This corresponds to a relative
error of 10%, considering the assumed mass of M = 0.117 M
This is roughly a factor ∼ 0.7 better than the precision of the best
event only (see Fig. 8 top panel, σ M = 0.019 M b
=16%). Since
we do not include the potential data points of the two events predicted by Sahu et al. (2014), it might be possible to reach an even
higher precision. For those two events, Zurlo et al. (2018) measured the deflection using the VLT equipped with the SPHERE
instrument. They derived a mass of M = 0.150+0.062
−0.051 M . Comparing our expectations with their mass determination, we expect
to reach a six times smaller error.
A further source which passes multiple background sources
is the white dwarf LAWD 37, where we assume a mass of
0.65 M . Its most promising event, which was first predicted by
McGill et al. (2018) is in November 2019. McGill et al. (2018)
also mentioned that Gaia might be able to determine the mass
with an accuracy of 3%, However this was done without knowing the scanning law for the extended mission. We expect a precision of a mass determination by Gaia of 0.12 M , which corresponds to 19%. Within the extended Gaia mission the star passes
by 12 further background sources. By combining the information
of all astrometric microlensing events by LAWD 37 this result
Article number, page 8 of 13

Fig. 8: Violin plot4 of the achievable precision for the four different methods for Proxima Centauri (top) and LAWD 37 (bottom).
For each method the 16th, 50th and 84th, percentile are shown.
The shape shows the distribution of the 100 determined precisions smoothed with a Gaussian kernel. The green “violins” use
all of the background sources. For the blue “violins” only background sources with a 5-parameter solution are used, and for the
orange “violins” only stars with a precision in along-scan direction better than 0.5 mas and a 5-parameter solution are used.
The red “violins” shows the best results when only one source
is used. The dashed line indicates the median of this distribution. For each method the number of used stars is list below the
“violin”. The missing green “violin” of LAWD 37 is caused by
no additional background stars with a 2-parameter solution only.
Hence it would be identical to the blue one (For the other events
with multiple background stars see Fig. 9 in the appendix)
can improved slightly (see Fig. 8 bottom panel). Here we expect
a precision of 0.10 M (16%).
4

For an explanaition of Violin plot see NIST: https:
//www.itl.nist.gov/div898/software/dataplot/refman1/
auxillar/violplot.htm
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For 8 of the 22 lenses with multiple events the expected precision is better than 50%. The results of these events are given
in Table 3. For further three events the expected precision is between 50% and 100% (Figs. 9(g) to 9(i)). Additionally to our
three cases a more detailed selection of the used background
sources can be done, however, this is only meaningful once the
quality of the real data is known.

6. Summary and Conclusion
In this work we showed that Gaia can determine stellar masses
for single stars using astrometric microlensing. For that purpose
we simulated the individual Gaia measurements for 530 predicted events during the Gaia era, using conservative cuts on the
resolution and precision of Gaia. In this study we did not consider orbital motion, however, the orbital motion can be included
in the fitting routine for the analysis of the real Gaia measurements. Gaia DR3 (end of 2022) will include orbital parameters
for a fraction of the contained stars. This information can be used
to decide if orbital motion has to be considered or not.
We also assumed that source and lens can only be resolved if
both have individual readout windows. However, it might be possible to measure the separation in along-scan direction even from
the blended measurement in one readout window. Due to the full
width at half maximum of 103 mas (Fabricius et al. 2016) Gaia
might be able to resolve much closer lens-source pairs. The astrometric microlensing signal of such measurements is stronger.
Hence, the results of events with impact parameters smaller than
the window size can be improved by a careful analysis of the
data.
Via a Monte Carlo approach we determined the expected precision of the mass determination and found that for 42 events a
precision better than 30%, and sometimes down to 5% can be
achieved. By varying the input parameters we found that our
results depend only weakly on selected input parameters. The
scatter is of the order of 6% if the proper motion of the background star is known from Gaia DR2 and of the order of 10%
if the proper motion is unknown. Further, the dependency on the
selected input mass is even weaker.
For 26 future events (closest approach after 2019.5), the Gaia
Data alone are not sufficient to derive a precise mass. For these
events it will be helpful to take further observations using, for example, the Hubble Space Telescope, the Very Large Telescope or
the Very Large Telescope Interferometer. Such two-dimensional
measurements can easily be included in our fitting routine by
adding two observations with perpendicular scanning directions.
Hence, this study can help to select favourable targets for upcoming observations. The combination of Gaia data and additional information might also lead to a better mass constraints
for the two previously observed astrometric microlensing events
of Stein 51b (Sahu et al. 2017) and Proxima Centauri (Zurlo et al.
2018). For the latter, Gaia DR2 does not contain the background
sources. But we are confident that Gaia has observed both background stars. Nevertheless, by combining the information from
multiple background sources, Gaia can determine the mass of
Proxima Centauri with a precision of 0.012 M .

(The Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013). This research made use of matplotlib,
a Python library for publication quality graphics (Hunter 2007). This research
made use of SciPy (Jones et al. 2001). This research made use of NumPy (Van
Der Walt et al. 2011).
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Table 1: Estimated accuaracy of mass measurements with astrometric microlenisng with Gaia for single background sources with
an expected precision better than 30%. The Table lists the name (Name-Lens) and Gaia DR2 source ID (DR2_ID-Lens) of the lens
and the source ID of the background sources (DR2_ID-Source). An asterisk indicates that Gaia DR2 provids only the position of
the sources. Further, it lists the epoch of the closest approach (TCA ) and the assumed mass of the lens (Min ). The expected precision
for the use of the data of the extended 10 years mission are given in (σ M10 ), including the uncertainty due to the errors in the input
parameters, and as percentage (σ M10 /Min ). The expected precision for the use of the nominal 5 years mission is given in (σ M5 ) if
it is below 100% of the input mass.
#

Name-Lens

DR2_ID-Lens

DR2_ID-Source

TCA

Min

Jyear

M

1

HD 85228

5309386791195469824

2018.751

0.82

2

HD 146868

1625058605098521600

1625058605097111168∗

2018.183

0.92

3

HD 149192

5930568598406530048

5930568568425533440∗

2018.718

0.67

5865259639247544448

5865259639247544064∗

2018.142

0.8

5

HD 110833

1568219729458240128

1568219729456499584∗

2019.360

0.78

6

75 Cnc

689004018040211072

689004018038546560∗

2021.378

1.4

7

G 217-32

429297924157113856

429297859741477888∗

2018.134

0.23

2759428629829608064

2759428634126128384∗

2017.052

0.43

239070631455336064

239070631455336192∗

2021.606

0.62

4970215770740383616

4970215770743066240

2018.098

0.65

2020.309

0.87

2018.069

0.28

8
9

G 29-73
BD+39 710A

10
11

HD 66553

654826970401335296

654826970399770368∗

12

L 51-47

4687511776265158400

4687511780573305984

13
14
15

UCAC3 27-74415
HD 155918

16

5312099874809857024

5312099870497937152

2016.731

0.07

6368299918479525632

6368299918477801728∗

2015.284

0.36

5801950515627094400

5801950515623081728∗

2018.773

1

4983413891708214912

4983413896003228800∗

2019.470

0.77

17

Ross 733

4516199240734836608

4516199313402714368

2018.282

0.43

18

Proxima Cen

5853498713160606720

5853498713181091840

2018.819

0.12

2014.512

0.93

19

HD 144179A

6036143915373978880

6036143915361640192∗

20

HD 136466A

5902780301768699392

5902780301757686400∗

2014.561

0.97

3670594366739201664

3670594366739201536∗

2021.115

0.65

5600272625752039296

5600272629670698880∗

2014.783

0.21

21
22

L 601-78

23

Proxima Cen

5853498713160606720

5853498713181092224

2020.823

0.12

24

LAWD 37

5332606522595645952

5332606350796955904

2019.865

0.65

25

OGLE SMC115.5 319

4687445500635789184

4687445599404851456

2021.500

0.65

26

L 820-19

5736464668224470400

5736464668223622784∗

2014.419

0.28

27

HD 2404

2315857227976341504

2315857227975556736∗

2019.045

0.84

5788178166117584640

5788178170416392192∗

2020.126

0.54

28
29

HD 44573

2937651222655480832

2937651222651937408∗

2021.226

0.77

30

HD 222506

2390377345808152832

2390377350103204096∗

2021.017

0.86

31

HD 30361A

4786715182805934592

4786715182804295424∗

2018.000

1.1

32

HD 5425A

5032229910174557056

5032229910173806592∗

2017.714

0.67

33

61 Cyg B

1872046574983497216

1872046605038072448

2024.661

0.55

34

G 123-61A

1543076475509704192

1543076471216523008∗

2016.311

0.32

35

L 31-84

4623882630333283328

4623882630333283968

2024.593

0.35

36

HD 197484

6677000246203170944

6677000246201701120∗

2021.579

0.99

37

PM J08503-5848

5302618648583292800

5302618648591015808

2017.204

0.65

38

Proxima Cen

5853498713160606720

5853498713180846592

2023.849

0.12

39

G 245-47A

546488928621555328

546488928619704320

2019.858

0.27

40

Proxima Cen

5853498713160606720

5853498708818460032

2017.392

0.12

41

CD-32 12693

5979367986779538432

5979367982463635840

2021.336

0.43

5060105892897388288

5060105897195702656∗

2014.536

0.84

2646280705713202816

2646280710008284416∗

2015.471

0.58

42
43

BD+00 5017
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σ M10 /Min

σ M5

5.2%

±0.64+0.06
−0.07
±0.14+0.02
−0.01
±0.12+0.02
−0.01
±0.12+0.02
−0.02

M

5309386795502307968∗

4

σ M10
±0.043+0.004
−0.004
±0.059+0.005
−0.005
±0.043+0.006
−0.005
±0.053+0.007
−0.006
±0.057+0.004
−0.005
±0.11+0.02
−0.01
±0.018+0.002
−0.002
±0.043+0.004
−0.003
±0.063+0.008
−0.006
±0.077+0.007
−0.006
±0.11+0.02
−0.02
±0.035+0.003
−0.003
±0.0088+0.0009
−0.0007
±0.046+0.004
−0.004
±0.14+0.02
−0.02
±0.12+0.02
−0.01
±0.066+0.005
−0.005
±0.020+0.002
−0.002
±0.16+0.02
−0.02
±0.18+0.02
−0.02
±0.12+0.02
−0.02
±0.041+0.004
−0.004
±0.023+0.002
−0.002
±0.13+0.01
−0.01
±0.13+0.01
−0.01
±0.058+0.005
−0.004
±0.19+0.02
−0.02
±0.12+0.02
−0.02
±0.18+0.02
−0.02
±0.20+0.03
−0.03
±0.26+0.04
−0.03
±0.17+0.02
−0.02
±0.14+0.01
−0.02
±0.078+0.009
−0.006
±0.087+0.006
−0.007
±0.26+0.04
−0.04
±0.17+0.02
−0.02
±0.033+0.003
−0.003
±0.075+0.006
−0.007
±0.034+0.003
−0.003
±0.13+0.01
−0.01
±0.26+0.03
−0.03
±0.18+0.02
−0.02

M
6.3%
6.3%
6.5%
7.3%
7.4%
7.4%

±0.040+0.004
−0.005

9.8%

±0.063+0.006
−0.005

10%
12%

±0.21+0.02
−0.02

12%
12%

±0.047+0.003
−0.004

13%

±0.0098+0.0007
−0.0007

13%

±0.11+0.01
−0.01

13%

±0.35+0.03
−0.03

15%

±0.68+0.06
−0.07

15%

±0.13+0.01
−0.01

16%

±0.052+0.004
−0.004

17%

±0.40+0.04
−0.04

18%

±0.43+0.05
−0.04

18%
19%

±0.068+0.005
−0.005

19%
19%
20%
21%

±0.12+0.01
−0.01

22%
22%
23%
23%
23%
24%

±0.64+0.12
−0.20

24%
24%

±0.15+0.02
−0.02

25%
25%
26%

±0.29+0.03
−0.03

28%
28%

±0.25+0.03
−0.02

29%

±0.083+0.007
−0.007

29%
30%

±0.62+0.06
−0.06

30%

±0.43+0.04
−0.04
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Table 2: Estimated accuaracy of mass measurements with astrometric microlenisng with Gaia for single background sources with
an expected precision between 30% and 50%. The Table lists the name (Name-Lens) and Gaia DR2 source ID (DR2_ID-Lens)
of the lens and the source ID of the background sources (DR2_ID-Source). An asterisk indicates that Gaia DR2 provids only the
position of the sources. Further, it lists the epoch of the closest approach (TCA ) and the assumed mass of the lens (Min ). The expected
precision for the use of the data of the extended 10 years mission are given in (σ M10 ), including the uncertainty due to the errors in
the input parameters, and as percentage (σ M10 /Min ). The expected precision for the use of the nominal 5 years mission is given in
(σ M5 ) if it is below 100% of the input mass.
#

Name-Lens

DR2_ID-Lens

DR2_ID-Source

TCA

Min

Jyear

M

L 100-115

5243594081269535872

5243594081263121792

2022.847

0.17

45

HD 222474A

2826159850241446784

2826159850239895296∗

2014.136

0.75

46

G 114-33

577478114092768384

577478109796779648∗

2019.045

0.43

47

HD 207450

6585158207436506368

6585158211732350592∗

2025.805

1.2

48

HD 78663

3842095911266162432

3842095915561269888∗

2020.356

0.8

5334619419176460928

5334619414818244992

2017.258

0.65

50

OGLE LMC162.5 41235

4657982643495556608

4657982639152973184

2024.283

0.65

51

HD 18757

466294295706341760

466294295706435712

2023.762

1

478978296199510912

478978296204261248

2014.692

0.65

52
53

G 16-29

4451575895403432064

4451575895400387968∗

2020.214

0.51

54

HD 78643

5650153825784353280

5650153795716877568∗

2015.552

1.4

55

G 100-35B

3398414352092062720

3398414347798489472

2022.859

0.25

56

HD 177758

4198685678421509376

4198685678400752128∗

2013.812

1.1

57

HD 85725

5657306462454704640

5657306458157500544∗

2014.666

1.7

1543076475514008064

1543076471216523008∗

2014.763

0.26

58

G 123-61B

59

EC 19249-7343

6415630939116638464

6415630939119055872∗

2016.650

0.26

60

LSPM J2129+4720

1978296747258230912

1978296747268742784∗

2019.960

0.34

61

HD 102392A

3585636855608873984

3585636855607582336∗

2015.022

0.68

62

L 702-43

4116840541184279296

4116840536790875904

2019.673

0.22

63

G 251-35

1136512191212093440

1136512191210614272∗

2019.856

0.64

64

HD 124584

5849427049801267200

5849427114177683584∗

2020.742

1.2

65

TYC 3064-1282-1

1382796061323905024

1382796061325098752∗

2021.657

0.81

66

Proxima Cen

5853498713160606720

5853498713180840704

2023.349

0.12

67

HD 77006

1015799283499485440

1015799283498355584∗

2018.796

1

68

BD+21 4747A

1875076004382831616

1875076004381643008∗

2026.165

0.64

69

LP 506-50 A

4544176352376541312

4544176352374321152∗

2018.391

0.62

70

L 143-23

5254061535097566848

5254061535097574016

2021.188

0.12

71

HD 120065

1251328585567327744

1251328589861875840∗

2020.344

1.2

72

LP 859-51

6213824650812054528

6213824650808938880∗

2018.359

0.43

73

HD 108500A

6054954738289909632

6054954738242761344∗

2025.426

1.3

74

BD-06 855

3202470247468181632

3202470247468181760∗

2018.106

0.8

2609889349030557696

2609889349029938304∗

2019.384

0.69

2790883634570755968

2790883634570196608∗

2019.299

0.32

2081388160068434048

2081388160059813120∗

2014.526

0.82

HD 22399

488099359330834432

488099363630877824∗

2013.711

1.3

79

LAWD 37

5332606522595645952

5332606350771972352

2022.226

0.65

80

Innes’ star

5339892367683264384

5339892367683265408

2017.693

0.33

75
76

LP 350-66

77
78

81

5340884333294888064

5340884328994222208

2023.559

0.65

82

BD+43 4138

1962597885872344704

1962597885867565312∗

2022.663

0.96

83

L 230-188

4780100658292046592

4780100653995447552

2018.450

0.15

1157210463244589568

1157210463243913344∗

2018.096

0.5

84

G 15-11

σ M10 /Min

M

44

49

σ M10
±0.053+0.004
−0.004
+0.02
±0.24−0.02
+0.02
±0.15−0.02
+0.07
±0.44−0.08
+0.04
±0.28−0.04
+0.02
±0.23−0.02
+0.02
±0.23−0.02
+0.03
±0.36−0.03
+0.02
±0.24−0.02
+0.05
±0.19−0.03
+0.05
±0.51−0.05
+0.007
±0.093−0.008
+0.04
±0.41−0.05
+0.07
±0.63−0.05
+0.009
±0.100−0.008
±0.099+0.007
−0.009
+0.02
±0.13−0.02
+0.03
±0.27−0.03
+0.006
±0.084−0.007
+0.03
±0.25−0.03
+0.05
±0.48−0.05
+0.11
±0.33−0.08
+0.004
±0.048−0.004
+0.04
±0.42−0.05
+0.03
±0.27−0.03
+0.04
±0.27−0.04
±0.051+0.004
−0.004
+0.07
±0.54−0.07
+0.03
±0.19−0.03
+0.09
±0.57−0.09
+0.06
±0.36−0.04
+0.03
±0.31−0.03
+0.02
±0.15−0.02
+0.05
±0.39−0.04
+0.06
±0.60−0.07
+0.03
±0.32−0.03
+0.02
±0.16−0.02
+0.02
±0.32−0.03
+0.07
±0.48−0.06
+0.008
±0.073−0.006
+0.05
±0.26−0.05

σ M5
M

30%
31%
33%
34%
34%
34%

±0.43+0.03
−0.03

35%
35%
36%

±0.49+0.04
−0.04

37%
37%
37%
37%
37%
38%

±0.18+0.02
−0.02

38%
38%
39%
39%
39%
40%
40%
41%
41%
42%
42%
43%
43%
44%
44%
45%

±0.73+0.15
−0.10

45%
46%
47%
47%
48%
48%

±0.22+0.02
−0.02

49%
50%
50%

±0.11+0.01
−0.01

51%
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8

7

6

5

4

5853498713181092224
5853498713180840704
5853498708818460032

5853498713160648448
5853498713160633088
5853498713161549440

1872046609335739648

5339892367683264384

5339892367648234240

5254061535052928128

5254061535097566848

Innes’ star

5254061535052907008

L 143-23

1872046609335748736

1872046605041836928

1872046609343242368

61 Cyg A

1872046609336784256

1872046574983497216

5332606522572755072

1872046574983507456

1872046609337556608

61 Cyg B

5332606518268141952

5332606522573342592

5332606316412235008

5332606350796955904

5332606350796954240

5332606522574285952

5332606350774081280

5332606350774082944

5853498713180846592

5853498644461348864

5332606522595645952

5853498713160651648

5853498644442433280

5339892367683265408

5254061535097574016

1872047330897752832

1872046605038072448

5332606350771972352

5332606522595645824

4516199313402714368

5312099874795679488

5312099870497937152

5853498713180846720

5853498713160604800

5853498713181091840
5853498640098981888

5332606346480229376

4516199313384903936

Min
(sigma)

5853498713161890304

5853498713162466688

LAWD 37

4516199240734836608

Ross 733

3

5853498713161549312

5312099874809857024

5853498713161902848

Proxima Cen

(5-parameter)

(2-parameter)

5853498713160606720

DR2_ID-Source& DR2_ID-Source

DR2_ID-Source

Name-Lens

DR2_ID-Lens

2

1

#

0.33

0.12

0.63

0.55

0.65

0.43

0.07

0.12

M

σ Mall

±0.14+0.01
−0.01

24%

15%

10%

±0.012+0.001
−0.001

±0.065+0.004
−0.005

%

σ M5−par

M

σ Mall /Min

±0.16+0.01
−0.01

±0.043+0.003
−0.003

±0.21+0.02
−0.02

±0.11+0.01
−0.01

±0.012+0.001
−0.001

M

σ M5−par. /Min

47%

37%

32%

16%

10%

%

σ Msig.

±0.16+0.02
−0.02

±0.051+0.004
−0.004

±0.33+0.03
−0.03

±0.14+0.01
−0.02

±0.24+0.02
−0.02

±0.066+0.005
−0.006

±0.0088+0.0007
−0.0006

±0.012+0.001
−0.001

M

σ Msig. /Min

48%

44%

53%

24%

36%

15%

12%

10%

%

Table 3: Estimated accuaracy of mass measurements with astrometric microlenisng with Gaia for multiple background sources. The table lists the name (Name-Lens) and Gaia
DR2 source ID (DR2_ID) of the lens and DR2 source IDs of the background sources. The background sources are grouped into sources where Gaia DR2 does only provides
only the position (2-parameter), sources with a full 5-parameter solution (5-parameter), and sources with a 5-parameter solution in combination with an expected precision in
along-scan direction better than of 0.5 mas (sigma). The assumed mass of the lens is listed in Min , and the expected precisions of the mass determination for the three cases are
given in σ M x , including the uncertainty due to the errors in the input parameters, as well as the percentage in σ M x /Min , where x indicates the use of all background stars (all),
background stars with a 5-parameters solution (5-par.) and background stars with expected precision in along-scan direction better than of 0.5 mas (sig.).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 9: Violin plot of the achievable precision for the four different methods for: (a) Gaia DR2: 5312099874809857024, (b) Ross 733,
(c) 61 Cyg B, (d) 61 Cyg A, (e) L 143-23, (f) Innes’ star, (g) Stein 2051 B, (h) GJ 674 and (i) Barnard’s star. For each method the 16th,
50th and 84th percentiles are shown. The shape shows the distribution of the 100 determined precisions smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel. In each plot, the green “violin” uses the all background sources. For the blue “violin” only background sources with a 5parameter solution are used, and for the orange “violin” only stars with a precision in along-scan direction better than 0.5 mas and a
5-parameter solution are used. The red “violin” indicates the best results when only one source is used. The dashed line indicates the
median of this distribution. For each method the number of used stars is list below the “violin”. Missing green “violins” (e.g. L 14323 (e)) are caused by no additional background stars with a 2-parameter solution only. Missing blue “violins” (e.g. Ross 733 (b))
are due to the fact that all background sources with a 5-parameter solution have an expected precision in along-scan direction better
than 0.5 mas. For Stein 2051 B (g) none of the background stars have an expected precision better than σAL = 0.5 mas, hence the
orange “violin” is missing. Finally the first analysis of GJ 674 (h) and Barnard’s star (i) using only one background sources results
in a precision worse than 100%, consequently the red “violins” are missing.
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